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Abstract 

Let be an open connected subset of the complex plane C, )(H the space of all 

analytic functions in , and is a modulus function such that )||( f is subharmonic in

for all f )(H .  In this paper we define )(H to be the space of all f )(H

such that )||( f has a harmonic majorant and )(H is the space of all f )(H

such that )||( f has a quasi-bounded harmonic majorant.  

This extends the special cases )(pH  when ,)( pxx 10 p ,and 

)(N and )(N when )1log()( xx .  It also extends pN from 1p to p > 0 

where pxx ))1((log)(  and is the open unit disc D and includes pN  where 

),1(log)( pxx

 

10 p . We show that )(H is a complete metric space and

)(H is an F-space which generalizes the special case 

 

= D.Also we show that many 

results for H = )(DH  and )(DH  = H carry over to )(H and )(H . Different 

characterizations of H and H are given and it is shown that )(H  and )(H can be 

identified with closed subspaces of H when

 

is a strictly increasing unbounded 

modulus function. This result is used to give an other proof of the completeness of )(H

and )(H . When is finitely connected a factorization theorem for functions in )(H 
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and )(H is given. Also, a necessary and sufficient integrability condition for functions 

f )(H as well as a formula for the least harmonic majorant of )||( f  are given.  

C)(H
)||( f)(H f.

)(H)(H f)||( f

)(H)(Hf)||( f

 

.)(pH10 ppxx)()(N)(N

 

)1log()( xx.)(H)(HF

D.

 

H=)(DHH=)(DH)(H)(H.

 

HH)(H)(HH

.

)(H)(H.

)(H)(H)||( f)(H

  

.f

)(H.

 

1. Introduction and Preliminaries 

If

 

is a real-valued function on [0, ) such that is increasing, 
subadditive , (x)= 0 iff x = 0,and continuous at zero from the right (hence 
uniformly continuous on [0, ) ),then

 

is called a modulus function. 

Examples of modulus functions are 10, px p ,and )1log( x . We note 
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that if 

 
is a modulus function, then so is c  where c> 0.Also, the 

composition of two modulus functions is a modulus function. 

Let T = D be the boundary of the open unit disc D in the complex plane C 
and H(D) the space of analytic functions in D .Let )(DH be the set of all 
functions )(DHf such that 

..)()(lim *

1
eaexistsefref ii

r

 

where is the normalized Lebesgue measure on T. *f is called the radial  

limit of f .When there is no ambiguity we denote the function f and its radial 
limit by f .Throughout this paper we assume that 

 

is a modulus function 
such that )||( f is subharmonic in D for all )(DHf .We define the 

Hardy-Orlicz spaces H = )(DH and H = )(DH by 

H = { )(DHf : df
T

r
r

)||(sup
10

 <  } 

and 

H = { )(DHf : )()|)(|(sup
10

zdzf
T

r
r

= )()|)(|( zdzf
T

<  } 

where Tzrzfzf r ,)()( . 

For each f )(DH ,define the quasi-norm of f by 

|||| f = df
T

r
r

)||(sup
10

= df
T

r
r

)||(lim
1

 

where the last equality follows from the subharmonicity of )||( f .The 

quasi-norm |||| induces a translation invariant metric d on H given by 
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d(f,g)= |||| gf for all Hgf , . We note that H = H(D) when  is 

bounded. Also if 

 
is unbounded and strictly increasing ,then ( H , d ) is 

an F-space ,i .e .,a topological vector space with complete translation 
invariant metric (see [1] and [4]).Moreover,if 10,)( pxx p ,then H = 

pH and if )1log()( pxx ,then for p = 1, H = N, H = N and for 0 < p 

< 1, H  = pN (see [2] ,[3] and [4] ). In [6], pN spaces are defined for

1p .If we let pxx ))1(log()( , 10 p ,then we get an extension of 
these spaces for p>0.  

In this paper we give different characterizations of the quasi-
norm |||| similar to those in N and N and a different characterization of 

H (see [6]). Furthermore, we generalize these spaces to )(H and 

)(H where is a domain ,i.e., an arbitrary open connected subset of C 

.For that purpose we use harmonic functions as in )(pH ,p > 0 , 

)(N and )(N (see [2],[3],and [7] ).Also, we consider the special case 

 

being finitely connected and give a factorization theorem for functions in 
)(H and )(H .If )(H is the space of analytic functions in , then 

we define  the Hardy-Orlicz space )(H  to be the space of )(Hf such 

that )||( f

 

has a harmonic majorant in ,i.e., there is a function u 
harmonic in and zallforzuzf )()|)(|( . 

As in )(pH or N ( ) for each )(Hf there is a least harmonic 

majorant fu of )||( f ,i.e., zallforzuzf f )()|)(|(

 

and zallforzzu f )()( for any harmonic majorant of 

)||( f (see [8,p.52]). 
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A non-negative harmonic function on 

 
is called quasi-bounded if it is 

the pointwise increasing limit of non-negative bounded harmonic functions 
on . We define the Hardy-Orlicz space )(H to be the space of 

all )(Hf such that )||( f

 
has a quasi-bounded harmonic majorant on 

.If ,)( pxx

 

10 p  ,then )(H = )(pH and if 

)1log()( xx ,then )(H = )(N and )(H = )(N (see [2] and 

[8]).The special case H = )(DH

 

is considered in [1] and [4].We note that 

)(H ,the space of bounded analytic functions in , is contained in 

)(pH for p > 0. 

If 0z is a fixed point of , which we call the point of reference ,then we 

define the quasi-norm |||| on )(H by 

)(|||| 0zuf f

 

for all )(Hf .The minimum principle for harmonic functions , the 

subadditivity of , and the sum of two harmonic functions is harmonic imply 

that the quasi-norm |||| has properties similar to those for the case =D 

and )1log()( xx (see [6]).Hence,if d(f , g)= |||| gf for all 

)(, Hgf , then d is a translation invariant metric on )(H .By an easy 

exploitation of the analogy with )(pH and )(N one can give an 

integrability condition on )(H which is equivalent to the least harmonic 

majorant condition and prove that ( )(H ,d) is a complete metric space 

(see [8,pp.53,54] ). 
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When 

 
is a strictly increasing unbounded modulus function we show 

that ( )(H ,d) is an F-space. This generalizes the corresponding result in 

[1] where =D and in [2]where )1log()( xx .Also, as 

in )(pH , )(N , and )(N we show that )(H and )(H can be 

identified with closed subspaces of H (see [2],[7],and [8] ).For that purpose 

we need to mention the uniformization theorem for planar domains in 
[7,p.180].It says that if has at least three boundary points ,then there exists 
a function analytic and locally 1-1 in D whose range is exactly and 
which is invariant under a group G of linear fractional transformations of D 
onto itself ,i.e., g for all g G .Furthermore ,if 0z is an arbitrary point 

in ,

 

may be chosen so that (0)= 0z  and 0)0(' .These conditions 

determine

 

uniquely .In other words the pair (D, ) is the universal 
covering surface of  ,and G is the automorphic group of .   

2. H and H 

In order to give different formulations of |||| on H and give other 

characterizations of H and H we make some definitions and quote some 

results in [9] .Let be a positive measure on a measure space X.A set 

)(1L is said to be uniformly integrable if Kdf
X

|| for some 

constant K and 00 such that 
E

df || when f and 

)(E .A function is called strongly convex if 

 

is convex on 

( , ), 0 , is non-decreasing, and tas
t

t)(
.  
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Theorem 2.1 ([9,p. 37]) 

A bounded set )(1L , is a positive measure on a measure space X, 
is uniformly integrable iff  a strongly convex  and a constant M such that  

Mdf
X

|)(| for all f

 

Theorem 2.2 ([9, p. 41]) 

Suppose that is a subharmonic function in D, is not identically 
,and C<  is such that  

Cd
T

r    (0 r<1) 

where for z in T, )(zr = 0 if )(zr < 0 and )(zr = )(zr  if 

0)(zr .Define 

)()(),()( 1)( drzrPzh
T

r , z rD. 

Then 

a. )(rh  in rD 

b. )()( sr hh in rD and sr if r < s 

c. 
1

lim
r

)(rh (z) =h(z) exists for all z D, and h is the least harmonic 

majorant . 

d. *h exists a.e. , *h )(1 TL  and

 

a singular real measure on T such 

that h = P[ *h +d ] 

e. If * exists a.e. , then * = *h a.e. . 

f. If { r }, r [0,1) , is unifomly integrable ,then  0,hence h  P[ *h ] 
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Theorem 2.3 ([10,p.85] ) 

Let g )(1 TL , g  0.Then 00 such that 

)(E ,E T implies 
E

dxxg )( . 

i.e.,{g} is uniformly integrable. 

Now we give other characterizations of H and different ways of 

representing the quasi-norm on H which motivated the definition of 

)(H because [3, p.391] the quasi-bounded harmonic functions in D are 

exactly the Poisson integral of non-negative integrable functions on T. 

Theorem 2.4 

Let )(DHf H .Then f H iff { )||( rf },r [0,1),is uniformly 

integrable.  

Proof :Suppose that )(DHf H .Then 

|||| f = df
T

r
r

)||(sup
10

= df
T

r
r

)||(lim
1

<                                (2.1) 

Applying theorem 2.2 with = )||( f we get h = P[ *h +d f ] where h 

is the least harmonic majorant of ,i.e., h = fu .Also, 

h(0) = fu (0) =
1

lim
r

)(rh (0) = df
T

r
r

)||(lim
1

= |||| f = df
T

)||( + f (T)     (2.2) 

If f H , then (2.1) and (2.2) imply that f (T) = 0, hence h = P[ * ] 

and  

)|)(|( zf  P[ )|)(|( zf ] , z D 
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Therefore, for E T we have 

def
E

i
r )|)(|( tddeftP

E

it
r )|)(|()(

2

1 2

0

 

= dtdeftP it

E

r |))((|)|)(
2

1 2

0

     

= dsdefsP
E

si
r )|)((|)((

2

1 )(

2

 

where s = t .Since for each fixed s , 0 )|)(|( )( sief )(1 TL theorem 
2.3 and translation invariance of imply that 00 such that 

)(E ,E T implies 
E

r df )|(| ,r [0,1)                             (2.3) 

Thus,{ )||( rf },r [0,1) , is unifomly integrable . 

Conversely, suppose that )(DHf H and, { )||( rf }, r [0,1) , is 

unifomly integrable .Then (2.3) holds .By Egoroff 's theorem (see [10] ) 
there exists a set E T  such that  

)||( rf )||( f as 1r  uniformly on E, 

and )( ET .Hence,(2.3) gives  

T

r df )|(| < 
E

r df )|(| 

Now uniform convergence on E implies  

df
T

r
r

)||(lim
1

df
E

)||( df
T

)||( . 
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Since 0  is arbitrary we have  

df
T

r
r

)||(lim
1

df
T

)||(                                                         (2.4) 

Also, Fatou's lemma gives  

df
T

)||( df
T

r
r

)||(lim
1

                                                          (2.5) 

Thus (2.4) and (2.5) give f H . 

Now we give the following corollaries. 

Corollary 2.5 

Let )(DHf H .Then )||( f )(1 TL and there exists a real 

singular measure f such that  

h = P[ )||( f +d f ] 

where h is the least harmonic majorant of  )||( f .Moreover, the following 
are equivilant  

1. f H 

2. h = P[ )||( f ] ,i.e., f = 0 . 

3. df
T

r ))||(( ,r [0,1) is bounded for some strongly convex . 

Proof: We show that (2) implies (3) and the rest is an easy cosequence of 
theorems 2.1 and 2.4.So assume that (2) holds .Since )||( f )(1 TL

 

theorems 2.1 and 2.3 imply that there exists a strongly convex such that 

))||(( f )(1 TL .Hence, using Jensen's inequality it follows that 
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))||(( f )])||([(( fP ))]||(([ fP . 

Therefore,using the properties of the Poisson kernel we have 

df
T

r ))||(( dfP
T

r ))]||(([ df
T

))||(( < . 

Which establishes (3). 

Corollary 2.6 

Let )(DHf H .Then f H iff there exists a strongly convex 

and a harmonic function h, both non-negative such that ))||(( f h in D.  

Proof: If f H ,then corollary 2.5 implies that 

df
T

r ))||((

 

is bounded for some strongly convex .Since ))||(( f = is 
subharmonic theorem 2.2 gives the required h. The converse follows from 
the harmonicity of h and corollary 2.5 since  

df
T

r ))||((  h(0)< . 

Finally, from above we obtain the following representations of |||| f for 

)(DHf H 

1. df
T

r
r

)||(sup
10

 

2. df
T

r
r

)||(lim
1
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3. 
fu (0),where 

fu is the least harmonic majorant of )||( f . 

4. )(Tf where ][ ff dPu and  

ff ddfd |)(| 

where f is singular with respect to . 

5. df
T

)||( + f ( T ) . 

Moreover, f H iff f

 

= 0 iff  
fu = P[ )||( f ] which is a quasi-bounded 

harmonic majorant .This motivated the definition of  )(H .  

3. The spaces )(H  and )(H 

We start by a generalization of some results in [1] from D to . 

Lemma 3.1  

1p
)(pH )(1H )(H                                                             (3.1) 

Proof: The first inclusion in (3.1) follows from )(pH

 

)(qH whenever 
p>q>0(see [8, p.75]) .For the second inclusion in (3.1) if [x] is the greatest 
integer in x it is easy to show that  

(x) (1) (1+x), x  0                                                                   (3.2) 

using the properties of  and x 1+ [x] for x   0 . 

Thus (3.2) implies that if u is a harmonic majorant of |f|, then (1) (1+ u) is 

a harmonic majorant of )||( f .Hence, )(1H 

 

)(H . 
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Theorem 3.2 If  0
)(

inflim
x

x
x

 ,then )(1H = )(H . 

Proof: Suppose that 0
)(

inflim
x

x
x

 .Then there exists 0x > 0 such that  

x )(
2

x , x 0x                                                                                 (3.3) 

If  )(Hf ,then by (3.3)  

|)(| zf 0x + )|)(|(
2

zf 0x +
2

u(z) 

for all z

 

 where u is a harmonic majorant of )||( f  on .Thus 

)(H )(1H and the proof is complete by lemma 3.1. 

Theorem 3.3 If 0
log

)(
inflim

x

x
x

, then )(H )(N and )(H 

)(N . 

Proof : Let }:
log

)(
inf{)( xt

t

t
xg .Then )(lim xg

x
implies that there 

exists 0x 1such  that  

log x )(
2

x , x 0x                                                                        (3.4) 

Since log (1+x) 1+ logx for all x 0x using (3.4) we get  

log (1+x) K' + )(
2

x , x 0                                                            (3.5) 
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where K'=1+ log (1+ 0x ).Hence ,for )(Hf by (3.5) we have for all 

z

  
)|)(|1log( zf

 
K'+ )|)(|(

2
zf K'+

2
u(z) 

where u is the least harmonic majorant of )||( f on .Thus f )(N and 

hence )(H )(N .The other inclusion follows from above by replacing 

harmonic majorant by quasi-bounded  harmonic majorant. 

Next we state the following result in [2,p.261] which is found to be 
useful for establishing certain properties of )(H . 

Proposition 3.4 Let 

 

be a domain in C,K a compact subset of and 

0z .Then there exist positive numbers and (depending on 0z , K ,and 

) such that 

u( 0z ) u(z) u( 0z ) 

for all z K and for all u 0 with u harmonic in . 

Clearly proposition 3.4 implies that different points of reference induce 
equivalent metrics on )(H .Moreover, letting u = fu in proposition 3.4 

gives the following corollary as a generalization of lemma 3 in [1].  

Corollary 3.5 Let K be a compact subset of and 0z .Then there exists a 

positive constant ),,( 0 Kz such that  

)|)(|( zf |||| f , for all )(Hf and for all z K . 

Moreover, if  is strictly increasing and unbounded, then 

|)(| zf 1 ( |||| f ), for all )(Hf and for all z K                (3.6) 
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where 1 is the inverse of . 

Let }{ nf be a sequence in )(H and )(Hf .We say that ff n

 
in )(H  as n  if 0||||),( ffffd nn as n  .Also, we say 

that ff
uc

n  as n  if ff n uniformly on compact subsets of as 

n . 

Corollary 3.6 Let be a strictly increasing unbounded modulus function. If 

ff n  in )(H as n , then ff
uc

n  as n . 

Proof: Use continuity of 1 and (3.6). 

In analogy with )(pH and )(N we state an integrability condition 

on )(H which is equivalent to the least harmonic majorant condition.We 

omit the proof of this result as well as the proof of completeness of 
)(H and a corollary of it because easy modification of the )(pH or 

)(N cases gives the required results. We refer the reader to [8,pp.53,54] for 
definitions and proofs. 

Theorem 3.7 Let be a strictly increasing unbounded modulus function 

and )(Hf . Then )(Hf iff for all regular exhaustions  }{ n

 

of 

 

there exists a constant C such that 

Cdf zn

n

,)||(  , n = 1,2,3 , 

where zn, is the harmonic measure on n

 

,the boundary of n

 

,and for 

some point 1z . 
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Theorem 3.8 Let be a strictly increasing unbounded modulus function. 

Then( )(H ,d) is a complete metric space.Moreover,the topology 

in )(H is stronger than that of uniform convergence on compact subsets of 

 
 . 

Corollary 3.9 Let be a strictly increasing unbounded modulus function 

and }{ nf is a sequence in )(H .If }||{|| nf is bounded ,then there exists a 

subsequence }{
knf of }{ nf such that ff

uc

nk
as k where )(Hf  . 

As in )(pH and )(N the uniformization theorem can be used to 

identify )(H and )(H with closed subspaces of H .Let : D and 

G be as in the uniformization theorem.Define the following subspaces 
of H by  

}:{/ GgallforfgfHfGH

 

and  

}:{/ GgallforfgfHfGH

 

Also, define A: )(H GH /  by Af = f for all )(Hf .Then as 

in )(pH  and )(N we have the following results. 

Theorem 3.10 Let be a strictly increasing unbounded modulus function. 

Then GH / and GH / are closed and hence complete subspaces of H . 

Proof: Since by theorem 3.8, or from the definition, H is complete it 

suffices to show that GH / and GH / are closed subspaces of H .So let

}{ nf be a sequence in GH / such that

 

ff n in H as n and
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Hf .We prove that GHf / .For each Gg Harnack’s inequality 

gives 

|||| gfgfn = ||)(|| gffn  = )0()( gffn
u

  
)0)(( gu ffn
 = ))0((gu ffn

  

|)0(|1

|)0(|1

g

g

 

)0(ffn
u  = 

|)0(|1

|)0(|1

g

g

 

|||| ff n

 

Thus gfgff nn in H as n

 

.Corollary 3.6 implies that

gff
uc

n as n and ff
uc

n as n  .Thus fgf for all

Gg which proves that    GHf /  . 

The completeness of H and the above argument imply that GH / is a 

closed subspace of H . 

 

The proof of the next result is similar to that in case of )(pH and )(N and 
we omit it (see [8,p.63]). 

Theorem 3.11 Let be a strictly increasing unbounded modulus function. 
Then A: )(H GH / where Af = f for all )(Hf is an onto 

isometric isomorphism.  

The isometry A can be used to prove the following results. 

Corollary 3.12 Let be a strictly increasing unbounded modulus function. 
Then 

1. )(H is a complete metric space and )(H is an F-space. 

2. 
1p

)(pH

 

)(H )(H                                                          (3.7) 
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Proof: The general form of Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem (see 
[10,p.89])and (3.2) imply that 1H   H  . Therefore, 

HHHH p

p

1

1

 

and  

GHGHGHGH p

p
//// 1

1
                                               (3.8) 

where }:{/ GgallforfgfHfGH pp ,p> 0.Since [3,p.392] a 

non-negative harmonic function u on is quasi-bounded iff uu
~

is 

quasi-bounded on D, it follows that A: )(H GH / is an onto 

isometric isomorphism.Therefore, )(H = )/(1 GHA is complete 

and )/(1 GHA  = )(H is an F- space .Moreover,since [8] A restricted 

to )(pH is an isometric isomorphism onto GH p /  , p> 0,(3.8) implies (3.7). 

We note that corollary 3.12 is an improvement of lemma 3.1.  

4. is a multiply connected domain 

We start by noting that in analogy with )(pH and )(N , )(H  is 

conformally invariant , i.e., if is a 1-1 holomorphic mapping of a domain 
* onto a domain ,the point of reference in is 0z

 

, and the point of 

reference in * is )( 0
1

0 zw ,then )( *Hf for each

)(Hf and |||| f = |||| f . This is a consequence of the fact that

carries the least harmonic majorant of )|(| f to the least harmonic 

majorant of )|(| f ,i .e , fu = fu . Thus if is simply connected, 
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then )(H and H are isometrically isomorphic. Also, when ,the

boundary of

 
,is a rectifiable Jordan curve each )(Hf has boundary 

values *f see ([8,p.88]).Moreover, the following decomposition theorem for 

functions in )(H is a generalization of those for )(pH and )(N  (see 

[2.p.236],[3,p.86],and [5,p.512] ). 

Theorem 4.1 Let be a finitely connected domain whose boundary
consists of disjoint analytic simple closed curves 1 , 2 ,…, n .Let kU be 

the domain with boundary k which contains  ,1  k n .Then for all 

)(Hf there exists )( kk UHf such that 

onff
n

k k1 

Moreover, if )(Hf , then )( kk UHf  , 1  k n. 

Let the pair (D, ) be the universal covering surface of with (0) = 

0z in and is the harmonic measure on for 0z . We point out that, as in 

)(pH  [8,p.88], theorem 4.1 implies that each )(Hf has boundary 

values *f and )|(| *f

  

),(1L . 

If a = ire D and z = (a) ,then [8,p.50] 

zud = dttPeu r
it )())((

2

1 *
2

0

 , ),(1Lu                       (4.1) 

where P is the Poisson kernel, * is the boundary values of ,and z is the 
harmonic measure on for z .In particular ,if a = 0, then 
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ud  = 
T

du *  , ),(1Lu                                                       (4.2) 

Now we are ready to give an integrability condition for functions in
)(H which is a generalization of the special case = D. Moreover, we 

give a formula for fu  when )(Hf . 

Theorem 4.2 Let be a finitely connected domain whose boundary
consists of disjoint analytic simple closed curves .Then )(Hf iff 

|||| f = df )||( *                                                                           (4.3) 

Moreover, if )(Hf , then  

fu (z) = zdf |)(| * , z                                                               (4.4) 

Proof: Suppose that )(Hf  .Then by (4.2) we have  

|||| f = |||| Af = |||| f = df
T

|))((| * = df
T

|)(| **  = df )||( * . 

Thus (4.3) holds. 

Conversely, suppose that (4.3) holds .Then  

|||| f = |||| f = df )||( * = df
T

|)(| **  = df
T

|))((| *

 

Thus GHf / and )(Hf by the isometry A. 
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Next if )(Hf , then GHf / and by corollary 2.5 we have

 
])|)((|[ * dfPu f . 

Hence, if )(1 z ,then (4.1) and fu  = 1
fu  imply that  

fu (z)=( 1
fu )(z) = )(fu  = dtPef r

it

T

)(|))()((| *  = zdf |)(| *

 

where = ire .  
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